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Preface

Digital communication and information theory talk about the same problem from very
different aspects. Lattice codes provide a framework to tell their mutual story. They
suggest a common view of source and channel coding, and new tools for the analysis of
information network problems.

Noise
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Message

Information
Source Transmitter

This book makes the language of quantization and modulation more accessible to
the hard core information theorist. For him or her, lattices serve as a bridge from the
high dimension of Shannon’s theory to that of digital communication techniques. At
the same time, lattices provide a useful tool for the communication engineer, whose
scope is usually limited to the low – sometimes even one or two – dimensions of
practical modulation schemes (e.g., QAM or PCM). She or he can “see,” through
the lattice framework, how signals and noise interact as the dimension increases, for
example, when modulation is combined with coding. Surprisingly for both disciplines,
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xiv Preface

the generalization of the lattice framework to “Gaussian networks” is not only very
natural, but in some cases is more powerful than the traditional techniques.

This book is beneficial to the “Gaussian-oriented” information theorist, who wishes
to become familiar with network information theory from a constructive viewpoint
(as opposed to the more abstract random-coding/random-binning approach). And it is a
useful tool for the communication practitioner in the industry, who prefers a “geometric”
and “signal-processing oriented” viewpoint of information theory in general, and multi-
user problems in particular. The algebraic coding theorist can celebrate the variety of
new applications for lattice codes found in the book. The control theorist, who wishes
to add communication constraints into the system, will find the linear-additive model
of dithered lattice quantization useful. Other readers, like those having a background in
signal processing or computer networks, can find potential challenges in the relations to
linear estimation and network coding.

Ram Zamir
Tel Aviv

March 2014
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Notation

Lattices

� lattice
G generating matrix (columns are basis vectors)
det(�) lattice determinant
P0 fundamental cell
V0, Vλ fundamental Voronoi cell, Voronoi cell of lattice point λ

V (�) cell volume
γ (�) point density
mod �, modP0 �, x/� modulo-lattice operations
Q�(·) lattice quantizer

Q(N N )
� (·) nearest-neighbor lattice quantizer

dmin minimum distance
N�(d) number of lattice points at distance d from the origin
N�(dmin) kissing number of �

rpack(�), rcov(�) packing radius, covering radius
reff (�) effective radius
ρpack(�), ρcov(�) packing and covering efficiencies
σ 2(�) second moment
G(�) normalized second moment (NSM)
�q (�), �s(�) vector-quantizer granular gain, shaping gain
Pe(�, σ 2) error probability (in the presence of AWGN)
μ(�, σ 2) volume to noise ratio (VNR)
μ(�, Pe) normalized volume to noise ratio (NVNR)
μmatched(�, Z, Pe) noise-matched NVNR
μeuclid(�, Z, Pe) Euclidean (mismatched) NVNR
μmix(�1,�2, Pe, α),

μmix(�1,�2, Pe, ξ )
mixture-noise NVNR

�c(�, Pe) coding gain (relative to cubic lattice)
U, Ueq dither, equivalent dithered quantization noise
RECDQ entropy rate of lattice quantizer
R∞(�) rate per unit volume
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List of notation xix

L Minkowski–Hlawka–Siegel (MHS) ensemble
NS (�) number of non-zero lattice points in S
J nesting matrix
� = �(�1,�2) nesting ratio
�1/�2 quotient group, relative cosets
C�1,P0(�2), C�1,V0(�2) lattice-shaped codebook, Voronoi codebook
Cu,�1,P0 dithered codebook
R(�1/�2) codebook rate [bit per dimension]
Zeq equivalent noise in mod � channel

Information theory

H (X ) regular entropy (of random variable X )
HB(p) binary entropy
h(X ) differential entropy
I (X ; Y ) mutual information (between a pair of random

variables)
PE (X ) entropy power of a random variable

(PE (X ) = 22h(X )/2πe)
C channel capacity
C∞ capacity per unit volume (Poltyrev’s capacity)
C (d), C (euclid-th) mismatched capacities
R(D) rate-distortion function
A(n)

ε typical set
C codebook
rnoise = √nσ 2 typical AWGN radius

General

x, y scalar variables
x, y vector variables
X, Y random variables
X, Y random vectors (column form)
Xt X transpose (row form)
Var(X) average variance per dimension
R

n Euclidean space
Z = {0,±1,±2, . . .} integers
Zq = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1} modulo-q group
N (μ, σ 2) Gaussian distribution with mean μ and variance σ 2

Br a ball of radius r centered about the origin
B(x, r ) a ball of radius r centered at x
Vn volume of a unit-radius n-dimensional ball
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xx List of notation

Vol(S) volume of a set S
·= equality to the first order in the exponent
⊗ binary convolution (p ⊗ q = p(1− q)+ q(1− p))
[x]+ maximum between x and zero.

Abbreviations

AWGN additive white-Gaussian noise
BPSK binary phase-shift keying
BSC binary-symmetric channel
BSS binary-symmetric source
ECDQ entropy-coded dithered quantization
MAC multiple-access channel
ML maximum likelihood
MSE mean-squared error
NN nearest-neighbor
NSM normalized second moment
NVNR normalized volume to noise ratio
PAM/QAM pulse/quadrature-amplitude modulation
PAPR peak to average power ratio
SER symbol error rate
SNR signal to noise ratio
VNR volume to noise ratio
VNER volume to noise entropy power ratio
VRDM variable-rate dithered modulation
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